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Further development of nuclear energy system highly depends on the problem of nuclear reactor accidents, their
prevention and solution suggested. As it is well-known nuclear reactor is the central part of nuclear power plant and its
operation condition most significantly affects operation condition of the nuclear power plant as a whole. It is worth to
note that nuclear reactor is considered to be among the greatest inventions of 20th century inhaled most prolific
achievements of physics, chemistry, biology and technology. People engaged in nuclear physics usually do not notice
that nuclear reactor reminds human organism especially its heart. The complex organism called nuclear reactor admits
some breakdowns to occur the same as human organism does. .When they are not prevented they lead to severe acci-
dents and even tragedy as Chernobyl.

I. The methods proposed to prevent such a move are discussed as well as the scheme of their realization [1]. To
improve reactor operation characteristics the safeguard system of quick response is used. Nowadays direct-acting safe-
guard system (DAS) is to be worked out. It reacts on the main cause of the accident - the rapid growth of neutron flux.
The time delay of combined gas-liquid DAS unit and fluctuation of nuclear power are calculated. The DAS grid dis-
posed in active zone is developed. Fissile materials are employed because their heating almost immediately follows the
growth of neutron flux. There are several systems proposed: uranium bimetal - dispersed absorber, uranium
hexaflouride - liquid absorber (gadolinium solution) [2-4]. The system is situated inside the standard fuel element tube.
Inner cylinder chamber is filled by UF6. Its pressure grows up proportionately to local neutron flux. When flux becomes
higher than threshold flux ф0 liquid absorber is push out. A piston situated in lower part of the unit acts when the tem-
perature of UF6 is going down T<T0 to remove absorber. Operation cycle of combined gas-liquid DAS unit consists of:
a) Normal operation condition: the pressure Po of UF6 inside the inner chamber is at equilibrium state with the pressure
of noble gas (He) inside the outer chamber, b) Accident: neutron flux grows (ф/фо>\), the pressure of UF6 grows after-
wards and pushes out liquid absorber, c) Blockade of the accident: absorber fills the outer chamber that leads to cancel-
lation of reactivity accident, d) Stabilization: flux ф-> ф0, gas cools down, the outlet piston is opened and absorber is
removed.

Neutronic calculation is done for WWR-1000. The model suggested acts over 0.12s after reactivity swing of
0.003, becomes a 'safety rod' overtime delay of 1.49s and cleans itself over 3.0s after. Therefore DAS units act as usual
safety rods and (having such properties as quick response, simplified construction, absence of mechanical parts, self-
cleaning) prevent reactivity accident during the time <2.0s. It is found that nuclear power falls by 0.006% [5].

However there is another problem to solve. When UF6 contacts with water it is immediately hydrolized and hy-
drofluoric acid is produced. Therefore it is necessary to replace water by another dissolvent of gadolinium or boron
(frequently used absorbers). The dissolvent suggested must have viscosity as low as possible to move inside the fuel
element with minimum burden. It is one of the most important criteria to select appropriate medium. It is obtained that
organic liquid Santowax mixed up with gadolinium powder can be employed for. In the case of fast reactor the best
choice appears to be a mixture of sodium (Na) with B4C or Eu2O3. The DAS system is able to be employed for fast
reactor as well. For instance it can act by the way of forcing out some parts of fuel, etc.

II. Another method to prevent nuclear reactor reactivity accidents is based on a system that contains parts able to
melt. Its main defect (only one operation cycle) is pointed out in [4]. Additionally the system is required cleaning from
melted fragments [7-9].

The study presents its improved version. Absorber is injected dose by dose and thus negative reactivity is intro-
duced discretely. Accordingly the same system can act by extracting some parts of fuel from the core.

Bimetal safeguard systems are studied [11]. The methods suggested above seem proved in the sense of strength-
ening nuclear energy development in the future. The problem of DAS and other safeguard systems to prevent reactivity
accidents for various reactor types including computer simulation is set to be studied further.
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